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Fig. 1. We build a static anatomical face model from the MRI and use 3D surface scans as training data to
learn mechanical parameters that explain deformations of the real face using physics-based simulation.

The human face is an anatomical system exhibiting heterogenous and anisotropic mechanical behavior. This
leads to complex deformations even in a neutral facial expression due to external forces such as gravity. We
start by building a volumetric model from magnetic resonance images of a neutral facial expression. To obtain
data on facial deformations we capture and register 3D scans of the face with different gravity directions
and with various facial expressions. Our main contribution consists in solving an inverse physics problem
where we learn mechanical properties of the face from our training data (3D scans). Specifically, we learn
heterogenous stiffness and prestrain (which introduces anisotropy). The generalization capability of our
resulting physics-based model is tested on 3D scans. We demonstrate that our model generates predictions of
facial deformations more accurately than recent related physics-based techniques.
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1 DATA CAPTURE AND PROCESSING
We started by capturing four MRI scans of a neutral expression of one subject derived from
two sequences (MP2RAGE INV1/INV2/UNI and T2, see Figure 3) and processed them using 3D
Slicer [Fedorov et al. 2012]. Specifically, we applied Bias Field Correction to eliminate intensity
variations and then denoised the data using Gradient Anisotropic Diffusion filters. We proceeded
with segmentation of soft and hard tissues using thresholding and region growing. Note that
segmentation of the skull and the mandible from MRI is a challenging task because bone tissue
does not produce much signal and it is therefore easy to confuse with air, which can be problematic
in areas such as the sinuses.

To address these challenges we tried modern MRI sequences better suited for solids, specifically,
ultrashort echo time (UTE) [Robson and Bydder 2006]. The signal strength on bone tissue improved,
but the images were very blurry. Therefore, we instead applied a “pseudo-CT” approach [Torrado-
Carvajal et al. 2016] which is a data-driven technique to convert MR images into CT-like images.
Our resulting segmentations of the bones and skin can be seen in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Segmentation of soft tissues and the bones from our MRI scans.

When finished with 3D image processing, we used the marching cubes algorithm [Lorensen and
Cline 1987] to create triangle meshes corresponding to the outer surface of the head (the skin) and
the outer surfaces of the bones (the skull and the mandible). The triangle meshes were re-meshed
using Meshmixer [Schmidt and Singh 2010] to improve mesh quality and used as constraints in
TetGen [Si 2015] which produced our final tet-meshes, see Figure 4.

1.1 Surface 3D scans
Even though modern MRI scanners are very powerful and provide good resolution volumetric scans
of the human body without any radiation, they have limitations. In addition to the high cost, long
scanning times and limited availability of MRI machines, an important limitation is that the subject
must remain motionless inside the MRI scanner for several minutes (depending on the sequence).
This means that MRI scanning of most facial expressions is practically impossible because muscle
fatigue would prevent the subject from staying still for minutes. Important advances in Real-time
MRI have been made in recent years [Zhang et al. 2014], however, the methods are generally limited

Fig. 3. Examples of slices from our MRI sequences used to build our model.
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to either 1) very low-resolution volumetric imaging or 2) high-resolution single-slice images; neither
is adequate for our purposes.

Instead, we captured geometry of deformed facial shapes using a structured light scanner (Artec
Spider), producing detailed 3D scans of the skin. Specifically, in our deformed facial shapes we vary
gravity directions (by changing the subject’s head orientation) and facial expressions (by asking
the subject to smile, frown, etc.). The face is quite supple and varying gravity directions results in
surprisingly large skin displacements.

Registration. A necessary pre-requisite for subsequent automatic parameter fitting is regis-
tration: finding correspondences between the captured 3D scans. To do this, we first register the
tet-mesh we built from the MRI scan with a 3D scan of a neutral expression in the supine pose,
i.e., similar setup as in the MRI scanner where the subject is reclining on a motorized patient table.
The two shapes (MRI and 3D scan) are close, but not identical due to geometric distortions of MRI
images. Geometric distortion is a well-studied problem [Baldwin et al. 2007] and its corrections
are standard, however, despite all efforts some geometric distortion still remains. We deform our
tet-mesh to match the 3D scan using non-rigid Iterative Closest Points (ICP), enabling small de-
formations of the entire mesh including the bones to compensate for the geometric distortions of
the MRI. When finished, the surface of the tet-mesh is closely aligned with the 3D scan, allowing
us to transfer the albedo map from the 3D scan to the surface of our tet-mesh. The albedo map
with painted markers (see Figure 5) helps us to find correspondences among our set of 3D scans
of deformed facial shapes. Specifically, we apply another non-rigid ICP process with normalized
cross-correlation of image patches as a data term [Beeler et al. 2011] and volumetric deformation
of the tet-mesh as a regularization term, this time assuming the skull and the jaw are rigid, because
the shapes of the bones must be the same in all physiologically deformed facial shapes. Finding the
rigid transformation of the skull in each of the shapes gives us a “rigid pre-stabilization”, i.e., an
estimate of compensation for global head motion [Beeler and Bradley 2014]. This is only an initial
guess (hence the term “pre-stabilization”) which is refined when solving our inverse modeling
problem. The output of this phase is a tet-mesh discretizing facial soft tissues which is accurately
registered with our 3D scans of facial deformations. These data will be used to train our mechanical

Fig. 4. Our tet-meshes with varying resolution.
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Fig. 5. Registration of textured 3D scans.

model of the face. We prepared three versions of our tet-meshes with varying resolutions (Figure 4)
which proved to be very helpful for experimentation and debugging.
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